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'Tis the Season
December is a vibrant
time of the year. In
Wisconsin, we see the
autumn leaves give
way to cold air from
Canada and lots of
snowflakes. It's
amazing that not a
single flake is the same
as another, and like the
stars at night they are impossible to count. So it
is with stamp collectors and stamps. We're all
unique and it's infeasible to collect every stamp
that has ever been issued. Neither can we
calculate how many more the future will bring.
This does not, however, deter me from continuing to add to my collection.
Some of us may be looking forward to
receiving a special philatelic goodie for Christmas . When asked, I always tell my family and
friends with whom I exchange gifts that I want
stamps. My son, Michael, who lives in Germany, is the only one who seems to appreciate
my request. He usually sends me stamps he
acquires through his work.
I wish to extend to all of you a most joyous
and happy holiday season! It's the time of year
when my family and I are thinking of a white

Christmas - say about four inches of snow Santa Claus, gifts and the reason for Christmas, the birth of Jesus!
May your stamp collecting time be spent
enjoying all the different issues that you have
acquired. May your knowledge of stamps and
stamp collecting continue to grow. May the
force be with you. Live long and prosper. ■

Club News
SHEPEX '96 EXHIBIT AWARDS
SHEPEX '96, sponsored by the Sheboygan
Stamp Club, was held October 12-13, at the
Rehabilitation Center of Sheboygan. Exhibit
awards went to the following (exhibit titles not
available):
1st - Bob Keppert and Tracy Zavrl
2nd - Al Zerger
3rd - Vern Witt

WFSC Announcements
THANK YOU KE'ITLE MORAINE COIN
AND STAMP CLUB
To keep the WFSC running smoothly, it's
necessary that the Executive Board meets a
minimum of three times a year. To accommodate board members who are scattered throughout the state, meetings are held in various
locations and preferably in conjunction with a
local member-club show.
Lately, it's been increasingly difficult to
find a facility that doesn't charge for use of its

meeting room. This was the case when the
board wanted to meet on November 9 in West
Bend - the date and location of the Fall Coin
and Stamp Show sponsored by the Kettle
Moraine Coin and Stamp Club. Our many
thanks to the KMCSC for volunteering to pick
up the $25 room rental tab!

Bv Howard Shaughnessv
Lake Countv OL/ Philatelic Societv

SHAUGHNESSY Takes On.
It wasn't long ago when the U.S . Postal
Service was in the business of marketing
STUFF (Some Things Ultimately Filatelic and
Fun) - items such as mugs , T-shirts, key tags ,
etc., that boasted an imprint of a postage
stamp . Local post offices became so overcrowded with this slow-moving merchandise
that the word went out to dispose of it. Out!
Vamoose!
So what goes around, comes around. The
Postal Service is now selling video tapes
(started the first of November) featuring that
jolly old man who lives at the North Pole. The
philatelic connection, I assume, is that kids
write letters to Santa.
Yet to come are phone cards. This is a
stroke of genius if the marketing department
does it right. For instance, they could reproduce U.S. postage stamps on these cards

(continued on p. 5)

Bv Steve Langkau. former WFSC Historian

On Wisconsin
In 1998, the Badger State celebrates its 150th
anniversary of statehood. As a prelude to the
occasion, this column regularly features a stamp,
or other postal item, and story pertaining to the
state of Wisconsin.
Early settlers needed roads . At first they used
old Indian trails. Later, roads were widened
to allow pioneers ' wagons to travel over
them. A few plank roads were developed, but
one usually had to pay a toll every few miles
to use them.

Wisconsin was the
Stutz Bearcat 1933 ·
first state to develop a
1IUSA
:
statewide system of
identifying its highways by number. The
first such highway is
now known as U.S .
Highway 16. In 1911 ,
Seo/I #2131
the state legislature
took the responsibility for roads by creating
a highway commission. State and federal
money was then used to build roads. ■
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Show Calendar and Registry
List your show, bourse, auction or event
~

FREE for WFSC member-club shows non-members and all other events

classified rates for

Feb. 9, 1997

Feb. 15, 1997

Feb. 15-16, 1997

Mar. 1-2, 1997

CENWISPEX '97
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club
Cranberries Restaurant, (Hwy. 13) 232 I
West Grand Ave., Wisconsin Rapids
(Contact: Dave Carney, Box 1121,
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495)

38th ANNUAL EXHIBITION AND BOURSE
Janesville Stamp Club
Craig Center, fairgrounds, Janesville
(Contact: Valerie Cook, 1604 So. Crosby,
Janesville, WI 53546 - phone
(608) 754-6497)

STAMP SHOW '97
Kenosha Stamp and Cover Club
St. Mark's Auditorium
7202 Sheridan Rd., Kenosha
(Contact: KSCC, P.O. Box 1524, Kenosha,
WI 53141)

STAMPFEST '97
Milwaukee Philatelic Society
Gonzaga Hall, 1435 So. 92nd St.
West Allis
(Contact: John Fagan, Wl40N7470 Lilly
Rd., Menomonee falls, WI 53051) (1/Pl)

Mar. 8, 1997

Mar. 22, 1997

May 3-4, 1997

BAYPEX '97
Green Bay Philatelic Society
Best Western Downtowner Motel
321 So. Washington St., Green Bay
(Contact: Gordy Lindner, I002 Amberly
Tr., Green Bay, WI 54311 - phone (414)
465-6692)

OUTAPEX '97
Outagamie Philatelic Society
Columbus Club
253 I N. Richmond St., Appleton
(Contact: Al Marcus, P.O. Box 11,
Appleton, WI 54912)

WISCOPEX '97
hosted by Wauwaosa Philatelic Society
Hart Park Arena, Wauwatosa
(Contact: Jim Beck, P.O. Box 13102,
Wauwatosa, WI 53213 phone (414) 771-6252)
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ACROSS THE FENCE POST is the official publication of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs,
Inc ., a 50l(c)3 non-profit organization and life
member of the APS since 1953. For WFSC membership information, contact the Central Office .
ATFP is published monthly Sept. -Apr .; bimonthly May-Aug. News
of Wisconsin collectors, club news and gratis original articles related
to philately are welcomed. The editor accepts submissions in any
format. but reserves the right to make minor editing changes to
conform with our style sheet. Material not carrying an indi vidual
copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations, provided the author(s) and publication receive credit for any
reprinted material. Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction
with official WFSC business, opinions expressed by individual authors
are not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC .

Submission deadlines are for the month preceding month of
publication as follows: advertising-1st of the month; editorial
matter-5th of the month. Send editorial matter and stamp show
calendar and cover listings to: Karen Weigt, Interim Editor, ATFP,
4184 Rose Ct. , Middleton, WI 53562 - phone (608) 836-1509
[76026 .246 l@compuserve.com] . Send ads to: Jim and Renee Seiler,
P.O. Box 247, Reedsville, WI 54230 - phone (41 4) 772-4297 . For a
complete list of advertising rates and policies (display, classified and
listings), see the May-June '95 issue of ATFP, or request a copy from
the advertising manager.

By WFSC VP Youth Division MaryAnn Bowman

Joining with Juniors
Fun with Christmas stamps
The holiday season is upon us once again and
there is a certain amount of excitement and
anticipation in the air. Choose stamp activities
that promote the festive atmosphere, allow for
creativity and expression of self, as well as
providing an outlet for pent-up energies.
Christmas-related postmarks are an interesting avenue to explore. Older children can
research names by examining ZIP code books
or listings of city names found on state map
indexes . Linn 's Stamp News and other philatelic
publications frequent! y run a listing of seasonrelated postmarks during the
holidays . Children will enjoy
creating cards for themselves or
others and sending away to receive
the special postmark . They might
also like to add a cachet design to
the return envelope. (For starters ,
consider sending to Rudolph, WI.)
Writing a letter to Santa may
seem childish. Kids of all ages,
however, have found that they can
get a response as well as a unique
philatelic collectible when writing
to Santa. Many local post offices
working with community organizations provide Santa responses. If
you are looking for an international flair and a
colorful letter carrying a Finnish stamp and
Santa Village postmark, send the letter to:
Finland Post, Santa Claus' Main Post Office,
FIN-96930 Arctic Circle, Rovaniemi, Finland.
A similar response can also be received by
writing to Santa Claus at North Pole, Canada
HOH OHO .
Teaching an appreciation for culture and
customs can also be taught through holiday
stamps. Find out how to say "Merry Christmas" in a variety of foreign languages . Chai-

lenge the youth to find a foreign stamp from the
country in which the holiday greeting is
expressed.
Study the designs of Christmas stamps. Do
any show traditions and customs unique to that
country or region of the world? Why does
Australia have a surfing Santa stamp? Discuss
or have the kids make short reports on their
findings after research.
The United States has introduced many
innovations on its Christmas stamps. Prepare a
short program of interest on this topic or
produce a game or activity based on this
information.
Do any Christmas
stamps remind you of a
song title? Find a
holiday stamp, hinge it
on paper, and write the
song title beneath the
stamp or on the back of
the paper. This activity
can conclude with the
rest of the collectors
guessing the song title
and then enjoying a
sing-along.
Kids are fascinated
by Christmas seals.
Introduce the term "cinderella." Share and give
examples of these colorful seals . Discuss the
historical background and evolution of the
Christmas seal as a collectible.
Reinforce the concept of hinging. Have
children cut a large tree shape from green
construction paper. Use Christmas stamps
chosen from a mixture to hinge as "ornaments"
onto the tree .
Damaged stamps can become the basis of
craft items that are made and given as holiday
gifts . Cover cans to make pencil holders. Make

r---------- ----------- ----7
MEMBERS ONLY FREE CLASSIFIED AD

Maximum free ad 25 words twice a year. Must be WFSC member club, member-at-large (MAL),
or individual belonging to a WFSC member club. Each abbreviated word counts as one word (MNH
= 3 words) (U.S. = 2 words), and two-word cities = 2 words . Include club name, MAL status, or
name of club in which you hold membership: not included in 25-word count. Deadline 1st of the
month preceding month of issue. Send to: Jim and Renee Seiler, Ad Mgrs., ATFP, P.O. Box 247.
Reedsville, WI 54230.

bookmarks using stamps that relate to an
interest or hobby of the recipient. Design cards
or make omarnents.
The holiday season is a great time to
introduce a young person to the hobby of stamp
collecting. A packet of stamps can open the
door to new avenues of philatelic exploration
provided that it is followed with a liberal dose
of quality time with the new collector. You can
make it happen! Resolve today to introduce the
hobby to someone.
Wishing you the happiest of holidays! ■

PLAINEX
STAMPS

(Carl & Phyllis)
Handling • Germany & Colonies
• Great Britain & Colonies
• Japan
• Switzerland
• Most other major European countries
See us at these Wisconsin shows:
Wisconsin GLENEXPO '96, Dec. I. Milwaukee
Stamp Show '97, Feb. 15-16, Kenosha
POLARPEX '97, Jan. 25-26. West Allis
STAMPFEST '97, Mar. 1-2, West Allis
OUTAPEX '97, Mar. 22, Appleton
MSDA Bourse, Apr. 19-20, Madison

P.O. Box #6
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 827-3589

FREE MAll.-BID
SAT.E

CATALOG
1000 LOTS EVERY
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WEEKS, US & WORLD WIDE

ALMAJO STAMPS
P.O. BOX 45

WEYERHAEUSER. WI
54895-0045
Member: APS, ATA, BIA, GPS,
WVPS, ETC.
Store: 222 4th St. Phone: 715-353-2919

Free Ad Eligibility (Club/MAL/Club Membership):
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We Buy Collections
and Accumulations.I
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Bv Gregg Greenwald. 2401 Bluebird Ct.• Marshfield. WI 54449-3128
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club

Stamps the U.S. Postal Service
Doesn't Want You to Collect
The New MDI-produced Vending Machine Booklets
Because of the significance of the subject
matter, this feature replaces Gregg's usual
"U.S. Varieties Clearinghouse" column. Our
many thanks to Gregg for this special ejfon
in keeping us apprised of yet another modem
U.S. collecting specialty - this one posing a
special challenge for those who enjoy the
thrill of the hunt!
Since February 1996, contractor Minnesota
Diversified Industries of St. Paul, MN, has
been producing a very interesting product for
use in U.S. Postal Service vending machines.
While this product is generally available
across the country, collectors are required to
scramble to assemble just a representative
collection. The Philatelic Fulfillment Service
Center in Kansas City refuses to offer these
items for sale, and some supervisors have
instructed their philatelic clerks that they are
not, under any conditions, to sell these items
to collectors.
I am talking about the new vending
booklets that contain either specially cut selfadhesive stamps or ordinary pane-stock
stamps in quantities of 15 or 30 stamps per
booklet. The stamps are placed in a distinct
dark blue and white cardboard cover with a
die-cut hole, which allows one to see the
enclosed stamp issue (Figure 1) .
As shown in the accompanying table, the
booklets have been produced with many different stamp issues in many different forms.
The table lists the existing major items
confirmed to date. I have heard of more that
may be out there, but have not seen them yet.
Since none of the booklets have ever been
officially announced, learning about what is
available is a matter of whatever happens to
show up in local vending machines.
History
The reason the booklets are produced in
the first place is not clear. However, when
noting the booklets' face values of $4.80 and
$9.60, and that they are only supposed to be
sold through vending machines, it would
appear they are intended for the convenience
of the consumer. These values lend themselves to a $5 or $10 bill with a minimum of
change. The old $6.40 booklets did not work
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Fig. 1 - Front of booklet cover with die-cut hole
showing Pink Rose stamps inside and position 11
"Time to Reorder" label. Back of booklet cover
shown on right with "Item No. 3609. "Note the
white adhesive tab on bottom offront and back
covers that seals the booklet.
well in vending machines that could only give
back Susan B. Anthony dollars in change.
Experimentation
Albuquerque, NM , was chosen as the test
sight for these new booklets using the 32¢ Pink
Rose issue. The $4.80 booklet included one
pane of 15 stamps; the $9.60 booklet included
one pane of 14 and one pane of 16. These
booklets were unique because they were shrinkwrapped in a clear plastic film . A problem,
however, developed with these booklets
because they clogged the vending machines and
would not dispense properly . The booklets
were taken out of the machines, the shrinkwrap was peeled off, and they were placed back
in the machines for sale. Because of this, few
shrink-wrapped booklets were saved and they
are extremely difficult to find today .
Distribution
Soon after the experiment in Albuquerque
started , vending machine clerks began receiving
stocks of the booklets . These booklets were not
shrink-wrapped, but did contain stamps other
than the 32¢ Pink Rose. The self-adhesive Love
Cherub, as well as the water-activated Utah
Statehood and Fulbright Scholarships were
some of the first to appear. Unfortunately,
though, they were distributed only regionally in
accordance with the stamp issue. For example,
the Utah Statehood booklet was only available

in a couple of Western states. This distribution policy continues as the Iowa and Tennessee Statehood booklets are available only in
Iowa and Tennessee, respectively.
Configurations and varieties
The Pink Rose, Love Cherub, Flag Over
Porch, and Midnight Angel booklets are
made up with two distinct approaches. Their
panes are cut from web stock made for the
$6 .40 over-the-counter panes of 20 in configurations that are unique. They cannot be duplicated from their over-the-counter brethren
because the panes from the vending books
have stamps below the "Tiroe to Reorder"
label, whereas the over-the-counter panes of
20 have the label in the lower-right corner.
Depending upon from where in the web
stock the pane was cut, the label can be found
in four different positions:
• 11 (front left)
• 12 (front right)
• 13 (inside left)
• 14 (inside right)
Figure 2 shows the location of these
various label positions on a typical 15-stamp
web-stock pane.
The latest pane configurations do not
contain a label but have had either the upperleft or lower-right stamp peeled off of the
pane before being placed in the booklets.
Panes of 15 with the "Tiroe to Reorder"
label have received Scott catalog recognition
as Pink Rose #2492b, Flag Over Porch
#2920f, and Love Cherub #3030b.
Pane-stock booklets are made from
ordinary post office panes , with one or two
blocks of 15 stamps torn from the pane,

Inside top of

back cover

13
inside
left

14
inside
right

Top four stamps (or three plus
label) attached to inside back
of booklet cover.
•,; Fold with plate number selvage
strip removed.

~

backing
of
middle
six
stamps

11

12

fron1
left

front
right

'

Fold with USPS© selvage strip
removed.

Bottom six stamps (or five plus
label) facing front of booklet cover
and portion of each showing
through die-cut window.

Fig. 2 - Various label positions for a typical
15-stamp web-stock pane.

folded up accordion-style and spot-glued into
the booklet.
Other varieties include those already
known with respect to the individual stamp
issues . Consequently, a listing of varieties
for the current MDI-produced vending
booklets would include:
• "Time to Reorder" label position
• with/without bull 's-eye on label
• removed stamp position
• with/without shrink-wrap (Pink Rose only)
• smooth/mottled tagging
• upright/upside-down backing paper
• cover text/no text/" ltem No ." /" Item#"
• regular/crisscross vending machine item
• normal/inverted positions (pane-stock
booklets only)
• with/without plate numbers (pane-stock
booklets only)
Since most of these varieties are found
only on the web-stock products , it's fortunate
for collectors seeking completion that those
plate numbers are stripped off during production so the panes can be folded.

Acquisition
Acquiring the different booklets and
varieties can be difficult. Only one or two
dealers carry a good stock, and none carry a
complete stock . I have contacts with a
handful of collectors around the country and
we trade our extras accumulated in the
process of trying to get the many varieties
through vending machine purchases on a hitand-miss basis. Obviously, it is impossible to
determine whether the machine will dispense
such varieties as tagging, backing paper
orientation, label positions 13 and 14, etc .
I do know of a few philatelic clerks who
are permitted to sell these booklets. One such
clerk is Renate Fearonce of Tucson, AZ . She
has a good stock and knows what collectors
are looking for. Write to her and ask what
she currently has on hand. Don't be afraid to
tell her that you are just starting out. Once
you know what she has, simply list the items
that you want (try to be as specific as
possible as Renate cannot read minds!), total
the cost and make your check payable to
"Postmaster" for the appropriate amount.
Correspondence should be sent to: Renate
Fearonce, Philatelic Center, 1501 So.
Cherrybell Strav, Tucson, AZ 85726-9998.

Knowledge
This article merely scratches the surface
of collecting MDI-produced vending booklets . More information can be found in
various issues of Linn's Stamp News since
March 18 of this year. If you are a member
of the Bureau Issues Association, be sure to
get the next release of the Folded Booklet
Checklist. I have seen a working version and

it is packed with information. In the meantime,
I recommend dealer Kim Cuniberti's (Contemporary Coils) illustrated BOOK LIST #2 for $3
(refunded on first order) plus a 32¢ SASE. I
can also provide information to anyone who has
an interest in this topic.
One final note : These are very new collectibles and should be saved as they are
purchased with the shrink-wrap or white tab

intact. The future may dictate something else.
Until that time, it may be best to leave them
in their original state. By gently compressing
the top and bottom of the booklet, the sides
will billow and allow an inside peek at which
variety you have in hand .
Please direct comments/questions to me at
the address shown above. If a response is
requested, please include a SASE. ■

SHAUGHNESSY Takes On.

Sibylla Merian (a 17th-century Swiss naturalist, painter and engraver) , not too many of us
will buy or use these weeds and bugs. Surely,
Ms. Merian had more pleasing designs!
The 1998 Scott Standard Postage Stamp
Catalogue will be alphabetized. Well, sort of
alphabetized. U.S. stamps will still appear up
front in the first volume, and colonies or
parts of countries that have issued postal
stamps but later became part of another
country will not be part of the soup. My
guess as to why the United States is still in
Vol. 1 is because of its alphabetic slot. U .S.
collectors would have to wait for the annual
release of Vol. 6. By that time, all the prices
would be changed again.
I noted that a first-day cover of the
Louisiana Purchase set sold at auction for
about what the original Louisiana Purchase
fetched. The cover had no cachet and was
sun-faded and addressed! All no-no's for
today's FDCs.
And my take on wishing each of you a
great holiday season - enjoy and may you
find philatelic treasures under your tree. ■

(continued from p.

1)

starting with Scott #1 and going forward .
Those who collect MNH will collect unused
phone cards; those who collect postally used
will have to settle for depleted editions. Since
the postal folks have issued several thousand
stamps , these phone cards could go on forever.
Just one thought: When you phone someone
you don't write a letter and don't use the postal
services. ls this the best of both worlds?
On the subject of cards, the Postal Service
is issuing Stamper trading cards aimed at
youngsters eight to 12 years old, and thereby
going head to head with MLB. the NBA , NFL
and others . Let's see, trade you two Michael
Jordan rookie cards for an inverted Jenny?
How about the 1996 holiday stamps? Can
you differentiate them from Christmas seals?
As a collector of Swiss stamps, I admire
each year's semipostal sets. I feel, however,
that if the U .S. Postal Service issues the proposed stamps based on the work of Anna Maria
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the concessionary rate for Christmas cards
(Figure 1.) Although we did not know it last
year, this proved to be the last concession-rate
stamp booklet issued by Canada for Christmas
use. Apparently , postal patrons found it
difficult to address the envelope in the required
manner and too few card manufacturers printed
envelopes in the special way required for use
of Greet More stamps.
The three higher values (Scott #1585a at
45¢ each for use on non-concessionary-rate
cards within Canada. Scott #1586a at 52¢ for
cards posted to the United States, and Scott
#1587a at 90¢ for use on cards posted at the
international airmail rate) feature capital
sculptures by Emile Brunet ( 1893-1977) in the
Basilica of St. Anne de Beaupre (not
"Deaupre" as in the 1997 Scott catalog Vol.
IA) . The 45¢ stamps are in panes of 10, while
the 52¢ and 90¢ stamps are in panes of five
stamps with a label reading "The Stamps/ of

By Or. Allan Hauck. Wauwatosa Philatelic Society

It's appropriate that our holiday feature is wrillen by Dr. Hauck, retired professor of religion.
We 're fortunaJe to have such an honored philatelist and writer as part of the WFSC.
Dr. Hauck's last contribution to ATFP appeared in the May -June 1995 issue on the ropic of
reply coupons. We wish him the best on leading a current pilgrimage to Israel and thank him
for taking the time 10 write this article in the midst of a busy departure schedule.

For several decades collectors have been
bemoaning the number of new stamps released
annually . It seems to be an ever-increasing
flood . Worldwide collectors seem to be a
vanishing breed and most collectors have
restricted their collections to one or more
countries or to a topical theme.
One of the most popular topical areas deals
with religion. In 1943, religion topicalists
organized under the acronym COROS (Collectors of Religion on Stamps) and became
America's first topical society. It began
publishing The COROS Chronicle in 1945 and
continues to release six issues a year to a
membership of 350 to 400.
Badgers played an important part in its
founding and today the author of this article
serves as its president, Fr. Augustine Serifmi
of Oshkosh serves as its editor, Verna
Shackleton of Appleton is secretary and
circulation manager, Dorothy Roe of Appleton
serves as treasurer, and Lee Kleinhans of
Appleton is a member of the Board of Directors as well as a former editor of The
Chronicle. I doubt if any other national
philatelic society has such a high percentage of
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Badgers in leadership positions! If you'd like
to receive a copy of The COROS Chronicle,
send $2 to: Verna Shackleton, 425 No.
Linwood Ave., #110, Appleton, WI 54914 .
One of the most popular mini-topics for
Corosians has been Christmas stamps. The
festival is almost universally observed in one
way or another and the postal administrations
of the world experience a marked increase in
business as Christmas approaches . Ancillary
material such
as meters,
By airmail
Merry
postmarks,
Paravion
Chruttn""
and booklets
from
Royal Mail
abound, and
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Christmas stamps in booklet format. Because
French . Figures 2 and 3 show the cover, stamp
of the publication deadline for this article, I'll
design and label for the 52¢-value booklet .
Last year, Great Britain issued three
not be able to deal with 1996 Christmas
booklets, so I'm reviewing some of the
booklets . One booklet (Scott #1634a) contains
highlights in the 1995 Christmas booklet scene
20 copies of the l 9p Robin in Pillar Box stamp
(excluding United States issues).
(considered by many as the most popular 1995
Christmas stamp). A second booklet (Scott
In 1995, Canada released
#1635a) contains 10 of the 25p Robin on Fence
four Christmas booklets. The
Rail with holly bush in background stamp. The
first (Scott # 1588a) contains 10
third booklet was something of a surprise; it
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Post, while the
other encourages
the buyers to drive
safely and extends
a "Merry Christmas" greeting from
BP.
Slovenia
released a pair of
Christmas stamp
booklets in 1995
and they are both
beauties . The
multicolored l3t
value reproduces
"Winter, " by
Marlenka Stupica
(Scott #24 la). This
booklet form
contains 10 stamps
and two labels.
One label features
Fig. 5 - Australian
pine cones; the
stamps (croppedfrom
other depicts the
paneo/20) and "Card
Bezje pilgrimage
Only" labels.
church (Figure 6).
The 70t stamp booklet (Scott #242a) features
Leopold Layer's painting of St. Mary of
Succour (after an image painted by the German
Lukas Cranach) in the Brezje pilgrimage

Fig. 7 - 1996 Christkindl Christmas postmark.

Fig. 8- This season's Christkindl Epiphany
postmark.

Fig. 6 - Slovenia J3t-value booklet pane
and labels.

church. It contains 10 stamps and the same two
labels included in the 13t-value stamp booklet.
Both of these booklets have a quiet charm,
which has made them popular with fine arts
topicalists as well as Christmas topicalists.
These are only a few of the booklets issued
for Christmas 1995 (others include New
Zealand, Sweden, Norway, the Faroe Islands,
Chile, etc.) and I'm sure other administrations

will join the ranks in 1996! Christmas booklets
might just be the mini-topic you've been
looking for.
Closing with an update to 1996, I am
illustrating the special postmarks to be used at
Christkindl in Austria again this year (Figures
7 and 8). The distinctively Christmas postmark
will be used from November 29 through
December 26, while the Epiphany postmark
with the Three Kings will be used from December 27, 1996, through January, 6, 1997. Many
people have found these two annual postmarks
(with changing designs) make an attractive
mini-topic which captures the true meaning of
the Christmas season. ■

Wanted To Buy
• U.S. & Worldwide Collections
• Singles, Plate Blocks, Sheets
1997 Chicago I Milwaukee Area
Auctio11 & Show Schedule
February 21-23, Chicago '97 Stamp Expo, Hillside
Holiday Inn, Hillside , IL
May 23-25, COMPEX, O'Hare Ho liday Inn , Rosemont, IL
May 26, COMPEX Auction
August 21-24, APS STAMPSHOW '97, MECCA, Milwaukee
August 22-23, sale in conjunction with APS show

• Mint and Used
• Accumulations
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I / want to consign material to an upcoming auction I
I Name : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Address : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I City: - - - - - - - - - - State: - - - Zip : - - - :
I Phone: Day '--~'----- - - - - Evening ~ ~ ~- - - - I
: Type of Material: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ I
L-------------------~

Richard E. Drews
Philatelic Auctions
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CHICAGO

STAMP KING

7139 West Higgins Road
Chicago, IL 60656-1972
1-800-919-BIDS (2437)
(773) 775-2100 • FAX (773) 792-9116
Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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-FromMMS. Billy Mitchel Chapter
Art Coy Philatelic &rvices
Badger Stamp Club
Central Wi~nsin Stamp Club
John and Dona Fagan
Fond du Lac Stamp Club
Germany Philatelic Society. Chapter 18
Green Bay Philatelic Society
Manitowoc Philatelic Society
Milwaukee Philatelic Society
Oshkosh Philatelic Society
Outagamie Philatelic Society
Renee's Stamps
Ripon Philatelic Society
Sheboygan Stamp Club
Waukesha County Philatelic Society
Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Society

